
~Lady Nenari, Princess of the Sea Testimonials~

omg .. thank you thank you thank you!!  i always cry when I hear my readings from you dearest sister. 
i've been under a lot of stress lately and yes i'm not as grounded as I want to be.  My daughters having
heart issues.  she was born with a murmor and she's having heart palps / uneven heart beat that can be
heard via stethoscope.  she's been referred to a cardiologist and we're waiting to hear when her appt is 
going to be.  

as always, your readings bring light to those things that I like to hide from or shy away from.  I will 
start meditating more and practicing my 3rd eye exercises.  if you look on my fb page you can see a 
video of lil sadie.  she's an english cream dacshund.  i've already been buying out petco/petsmart lol 
getting her a little bed and other stuff .. LOL .. 

again, thank you thank you thank you .. much love and healing energies to help you. :) 
Tracy ~ Telaeani, Mississippi USA

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I am unable to express in words that you have just given me. I am humbled and uplifted by the light 
you've chosen to gift me; setting my feet upon solid ground... at least for the time being *wink
 
OKAY!!! WoW.... Blessings, blessings, BLESSINGS, blessings.... OMGoodness.... HUGE 
BLESSINGS to you beautiful sistar!!! Oh, you can count on me finding a way to the Soul Session at 
the earliest possible time. Again, I am humbled by your offer for the course to help me with the brain 
trauma. I accept your heart's gift, but let me think upon that because, as you, I truly believe in 
exchange of energies rather than 'free'. If I were there I would offer you massages and energy 
facilitation :D
 
So, I'm off to explore your site MORE... OMG I stayed up last night forever looking, reading, 
listening and absorbing MUCH. This just feels so good and so real and I'm so excited! Happy 
Holidays.. Merry Christmas to  you and yours and me and mine and ALL!
 
Hearing your voice was a game changer.... *hugs you tightly and covers you in tears, beautiful soul*
 
Candace, USA

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Dear Nenari,

Thanks for the reading, I am overwhelmed by the details and the accuracies of the content. Indeed I like 
numbers and have deep desires to heal those that are suffering. I am also unwilling to forgive myself 
and others that had hurt me even though I trusted and helped them with my whole heart. I have 
suffered deeply the last couple of years because of that. Now I am ready and determine to forgive so I 



can continue to evolve spiritually for the rest of my life journey. This is all due to you and the spirit's 
advices.

For many years I have pondering my life purpose and why am I here. Thanks for showing me the path. 
I will learn more about the art of healing so I can be a more effective healer.

I would also like to thank my spiritual guide, the ancient healer, for enlighten me and guide me to my 
life's true purpose and what I am suppose to learn in this life cycle. Through meditations, I hope I will 
be able to communicate with him/her in the future.

Regards,
Fred

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Dear Nenari,
I just wanted to thank you again for today's reading. Most importantly, I wanted to thank you from 
the bottom of my heart for giving my dad a reading. He wanted me to thank you. I have been 
forwarding him some of your emails on spirit guides, spiritual awakening. He knows how much of an 
influence you have had on my own spiritual growth. I read the reading, and I'm simply amazed. 
although I shouldn't be surprised. Many of the issues that you and spirit conveyed are real issues that 
my father grapples with......
You have led me down the spiritual path, and for that I am forever grateful to you. I also can not tell 
you how much joy you've given to my parents.. Thank you for your words of encouragement. I think 
my growth is directly correlated to your unconditional support and love for me. Thank you so 
much...My heart feels so much lighter. I can't explain it, but I can feel it. I know that you are human, 
and we all come with imperfections, but I can't help but think that you're such an incredible old soul. I
feel like you are an older sister to me. I like reading your emails to people because you provide them 
with a sense of hope, encouragement. You attempt to lead them along the way, without preaching, and 
trying to control them. You have this sense that people will find their way, and everything will be okay.
You have helped provide me with a sense of peace of mind. I'm constantly amazed at your unwavering 
love, patience and positive energy. I feel so comfortable seeking your spiritual advice and you've 
provided me with great comfort. 
I am not rich and I am not poor. I know from the bottom of my heart, that you do not expect any 
monetary gifts for your services. You do what you do because you have a love for all people. However, I
am hoping that you will allow me to give you a donation, by emailing me your address.
Love and Light,
Tracy

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Dear Nenari

I cannot express in words how grateful I am to you. You have taken so much time and spent so much of
your energy for me. I have read your reply several times and it all makes sense. I have been feeling as if 
I have drifted away from spirituality and feel left alone in this world...and it is all my own doing.



I want to tell you my experiences and how it all goes. I read what you have been through and it 
brought tears to my eyes... I cried while I read your reply for the first time and I have read your reply 
over and over since. I am very willing to learn my lessons and move on. You are right, my husband 
and I both need to forgive each other for past hurts. I think we have just left them behind and have tried
to move on without thinking about them, but once in a while they pop up in our minds, but we are 
ignoring them...and not letting go.

Once again, I would like to thank you from the bottom of my heart for such beautiful words and 
wonderful insight and the emails you have
sent me. I would like to keep in touch and keep you updated on my progress. I am afraid I will have a 
long list of people to forgive, including
myself and would love to feel free of the hurts that I am carrying around... it sure is a heavy burden.

Love & best wishes to you,
Humaira

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Dearest Nenari,

I don't ask for many readings, (don't really have the resources), I never know what to expect from a 
reading, Oh sure there are lots of people who want to help and give out fluff answers, you are loved, 
God loves you, You know they stay on safe ground. The internet has brought us, those who cannot 
afford the big prices most psychics ask for, us - who don't know one personally. us - who haven't the 
ability to truly search out one.

I am very grateful to you - I like honesty and straight answers, I don't have to like the answers just as 
long as they are true I'm happy with it. You have helped me to see myself again. I have only read your 
reading once so far but it has already shown me that alot of what is going on with me is my doing. Not 
intentionally, but nevertheless its me.

I have lost my connection (truthfully - I'm not sure what kind of connection I had, but I know I felt 
differently before). 

I want to express how much You have helped in just this short span of time. I need to read it a few 
more times and really feel it through. so this is a quick thank you.

Namaste
Stephanie

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Hello Nenari,

I wanted to thank you for your reading. You hit it on the nose for me. I felt it in my heart when I was 



reading it, and for sure I cried. Yes, I understand
what it is I need to do. I, too, feel that I must do all that Spirit is asking me. I am guilty of not 
meditating lately because I am very scattered and its hard for me to come to the focus I need daily. 
Thank you for your time in talking to our spirit guides for I know I have lost contact with them 
although I know they have never left me. Bless you Nenari, May Love and Light surround you Always.

In Love and Light,
Ashley

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Hi Nenari!

I just want to thank you SOOOO much for the reading. That was the best reading I've ever had. You 
were so right on about everything. I even cried twice while reading. I really appreciate it and thank you
so much again. I am just so amazed and it really helps to hear that and how long was I waiting and 
needing to hear that. It's just things I couldn't find to put into words and even some other things that 
I wasn't truly aware of either. 

I feel that you are very blessed yourself like you have gone through what I'm talking about 
already....Well, I just had to write back to you, to tell you how much I loved your reading. God Bless 
you and much more:)

Sincerely, Mila

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Dear Nenari

Thank you so very much. What a wonderful way to start my 40s! So much that you said is accurate, 
although you could not know; so much of the future stuff confirms what I have been given; so much 
confirms what a close circle has said for me (but I could not *know* for myself). When you speak of 
self-criticism, alienation, high expectations, seeking knowledge and - well... that's me in a nutshell. 

The ancient healer you speak of joined me about three or four weeks ago; it has been a matter of grace 
that he has been with me and I know he is with me to take me forward with this phase - he is always 
there, but more especially prominent when I seek to do energetic work. I shall meditate with him as you
suggest to discover the gift you speak of.

Thank you for taking the time to listen to Spirit; thank you for taking the time to relate what Spirit 
says to me. This anniversary has been a milestone - many threads have been drawn together and I can 
see a stronger cord going on ahead. Thank you for your very significant part in this, my friend.

Love, light and blessings.

Lyndsay



~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Dear Nenari,

Thank you so much for the kind words. This journey that I've chosen is different than anything I've 
ever done. It's quite thrilling though. The day after I wrote this last reading, I felt much better. I thank 
you from the bottom of my heart Nenari. If you didn't have the group and give free readings, I 
wouldn't be on this journey right now. You are doing me and the universe a great service. If there's 
ever anything I can do for you, just say it.

Love and Light, Marie

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Dear Nenari, 

All I can say is that I was absolutely speechless when I read this. Incredible accuracy. You are truly 
gifted. I cannot tell you how appreciative I am, how very grateful. You are just wonderful. Please hold 
on to my email address. If there is anything I can ever do for you, please let me know. I thank-you with 
all my heart, May God bless You richly, you have given me a marvelous gift. Thank-you Sweetheart, 
hugs,

Kathy D.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Hi Nenari:

I THANK YOU SO MUCH!!!!!! I do feel a lot better. I do understand even more. Thank you for 
caring so. I do believe the love in which you write contributes a great deal to helping me receive what 
you have to say. I look at you as my mentor/teacher. As of right now I am only able to pay you with 
gratitude, love and light. Thank you very much for your assistance, Nenari. =) It means a great deal to 
me. You've given me a great boost and you are most appreciated. 

Thank you again. May God bless you indeed for helping me and many enrich their spiritual awareness 
freely. You are a true blessing! =)
In Love & Light,
Halima

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Dear Nenari,

Thank you! I appreciate so much you going so in depth into my reading with the answers I so much 
need. You're a special spirit and thanks again!
Karen



~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Hi Nenari,

Thank you so much for my reading. I will be reading it over and over so I don't miss anything 
Thank you for doing this for me. God bless you and your family. I wish you wonderful days and 
nights.

Terri
 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Dearest Nenari -- 

Once again thank you so very much for helping me things are getting better, slowly but they are 
improving YEAH!!!

I have received each and everyone of your emails, with much warmth and appreciation...

With a brighter light
Brendalee

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Dearest Nenari,

Thank you for taking the time to reply to me....After reading your response, I think I was able to take a 
deep breath. I absolutely love your suggestion of a journal for my son. He can write in it or draw or I 
can write for him. I am the only one that he talks to about his angels and dreams. Once again thank 
you so much for "opening my eyes", I will journal with him and help him to understand as much as I 
can.

L & L
Dawn

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Hi Nenari,

Thank you so much for your help. I am very grateful that my spirit guides have sent you to me. I came 
home today and did yoga and meditated. It is something that I definitely know that I need to do 
regularly, and after hearing your words of encouragement I feel resolved to do so.

Thank you so much for helping me. It was helpful to receive confirmation that the relationship was real
and with him. I very much appreciate your guidance on how to dissolve the cord, and I know that I 
need to do this to move on and progress.



Wow! How amazing that the communications with my angels, spirit guides, and sister were real! 
Thank you for connecting with them and confirming this for me.
I feel so blessed to be able to communicate with them. Thank you so much for all of your information 
and support. I will take what you have said to heart, meditate and engage in the other practices that 
you stated to raise my vibration, and begin to reconnect with spirit. I hope that you do not mind if I 
write to you again if I have questions in the future.

Take care,
Leslie

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Wow!! Nenari!
You are 100% gifted. I always believed I was Ancient Egyptian. I have AE ornaments all around me 
,an ankh tattoo and even a catcalled Pharaoh. But, No one ever got my AE connection before and you 
brought him through! 

I also have been told my guide is a male Mongolian and 3 psychics have asked me "does a red string" 
mean anything to you? Some psychics ask for birthdays, photos, pieces of string, place of birth........
I don't remember you asking me for any of those things, but you still got Kofem my Mongolian 
guide :)
My chakras were too blocked to reach him but you did. I understand spirit and I appreciate you 
channeling for me *huggs*
Like I said you are awesome a true angel. One day I will help people too but for now I will be in awe of 
you.
Thank you so much. Thank you pure soul!:)
*You are awesome* ,
Peace, Light, and Blessings :)
Sandii

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Hi Nenari:

WHAT A GIFT YOU ARE!!!!!! I want to reiterate how gracious and generous you are with your time
and guidance to me. I am really going to take in all that you have given me. When you have time, I 
would appreciate the sacred space meditation and the forgiveness thingy. It's interesting both you and 
Lady Hawk say I'm a healer in that in the 8 or 9 years I took care of my mother with Alzheimer's 
Disease, she also had macular degeneration and was considered legally blind, two hearing aids and still
couldn't hear (bless her heart for her strength and courage). During that entire time I always tried to 
be a channel for healing for her and never really saw any success - so, me, a healer? A minister once 
told me when I said that that possibly it would have been worse without my healing intentions! I don't
know. Anyway, I have a lot to work on and I bless you a thousandfold for being here for me now. 
Love & Light, Arleen



~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Dear Nenari,

Thank you so much for your reading! It has helped me to see why I feel "lost", and to know that I can 
and will overcome it. I have kept your email near me so that I can read and reread it whenever I need 
to. Some of the things you said really made me think long and hard about myself and my relationships 
with others. I have a lot to change and get through, but I can and will do it. I appreciate the time you 
put into doing this reading and the time you put in to show me the things I couldn't see, and teaching 
me to overcome them. I thank you from my whole heart!

Take care and lots of love to you!
Thyone

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Hi Nenari,

I can't thank you enough for taking your time to give me this reading. From this, I now am clear on 
what I need to do and I am starting to act on it. For many reasons, I just haven't, I guess, truly 
believed in myself. Through this reading, I believe I can change my life and get on track to where I am 
suppose to be. I truly thank you, Nenari. You are a wonderful person.

Christine
 


